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In spite of its recognized stature as a

leader in the financial services and

insurance fields, one of the ten largest

multi-line insurers in the United States

had a dilemma. Many of its businesses

served staid, slow-moving market seg-

ments, and even those operations that

were producing steady results needed

to hone their customer focus to realize

their full potential.

It was clear to the firm's Chairman that
his enterprise needed a new strategic

direction to accelerate growth and

strengthen profitability across its portfolio
of businesses. Acting swiftly, he embarked

on an aggressive transformation process

that included a series of acquisitions and

divestitures to better position the company.

ln early 1997, top management turned
its critical eye inward and committed
to major organization change. The

Chairman explains: "Our company is a

work in progress, redefining itself for
long-term leadership in the world of
financial services."

Guided by a customer-centric perspective,

the company sought to improve several

targeted processes that directly affect

customer satisfaction. Using workflow
and imaging technology, the plan called

for widespread automation. A total
of $ l8 million was spent; licenses for
hundreds of seats were purchased.

Enthusiasm ran high but little progress

was made.
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Belatedly, the organization came to the

realization that although it had a sound

understanding of what creates value for
its customer, it had little idea of how to
develop new business processes to deliver

that value. K"y managers acknowledged

that they had spent much time in an

ad hoc implementation exercise that

lacked both structure and a rigorous

goal orientation. ln some parts of the

company, hopes for establishing superior

organization and market leadership

succumbed to self-doubt.

The Business Process Management Group

of Meta Software was called in to get the
transformation initiative bacl< on track.
Working as partners, implementation
team members and Meta consultants

applied the necessary mix of tools,
methodologies, and experience to return

credibility to the effort.
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The first step involved clearly defining the
business problem. Next, project members

promptly established metrics by which to
gauge success in addressing the problem.

Using Meta Software's market-leading

simulation technology, the team generated

quantifiable performance data from

proposed new processes to compare to
the metrics. Many alternative scenarios

were considered. The optimal one was

chosen and successfully implemented.

"Meta's Business Process Management

Group helped preserve our $18 million

technology investment," says an Executive

Vice President at the company. "Just as

importantly, Meta focused enormous
energy toward ensuring that our company-

wide revitalization program flourished.

We have committed ourselves to becom-

ing a leader in particular financial services

markets, and Meta Software is right along-

side, helping to show the way."

"We have corrumit-

ted ourselves to
becoming a leader,

and Ftreta Software

is riglrt alongside,

helping tCI shcw

tlte way."
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